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Important Information

FINANCIAL PROMOTION

This Presentation is a financial promotion issued by Puma Investments in  

accordance with section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.  This 

communication is directed at persons having professional experience in  matters

relating to investments. Any investment or investment activityto which  this 

communication relates is: (i) available only to; and(ii) will be engaged in only  with

such persons. Persons who do not have professional experience in matters  

relating to investmentsshould not rely on, or act on, this communication. Puma

Investmentsis the trading name of Puma Investment Management Limited (FCA  

no.590919)which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  

The registered address of Puma Investment Management Limited is Cassini  

House, 57 St James’s Street, London SW1A 1LD.

RESEARCH

This presentation does not constitute a research recommendation in accord-

ance with the FCA Handbook (COBS 12.4). This presentation provides only  

preliminary information.

RELIANCE AND LIABILITY

All forward looking statements in this presentation (including the various terms  

“expects”, “may” or “will”) involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to  

future events or circumstances and should not be taken as any representa-

tion that such trends or activities will continue in the future. Although Puma  

Investments has taken care to ensure that the information in this presentation  

is accurate and complete, Puma Investments and its affiliates, directors and  

employees assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the accuracy  

or completeness of the information or for any direct, indirect or consequen-

tial loss or damage howsoever arising. This does not affect any liability owed  

under FCA rules. Any facts or statements in this presentation should not be  

relied upon. Neither Puma Investments nor any of its respective affiliates  

have any responsibility to update any of the information provided in this pres-

entation.

FEES AND EXPENSES

Prospective partners should be aware that there are fees and expenses in  

connection with the investment opportunities summarised in this presentation  

which will be further set out in the relevant transactiondocuments.

CONFIDENTIALITY

This presentation is being provided to recipients on the basis that they keep  

confidential any information contained within them or otherwise made availa-

ble, whether orally or in writing in connection with Puma Investments or other-

wise.

OVERSEAS

This presentation is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or  

indirectly, or to any other class of persons and should not be communicated  

overseas in any event, in particular to the United States.
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Risk factors

This is intended as a high level summary of the key risks. A full and detailed explanation of the risks pertaining to each offer is set out in the relevant prospectus or investment details for the particular offer.

An investment in Puma VCTs, Puma Heritage Estate Planning Service (EPS), the Puma AIM Inheritance Tax Service and Puma Alpha EIS (collectively, the  

“opportunities”) carries risk. Highlighted below are some of the key risks however you should read in full the relevant prospectus in the case of Puma VCTs and  

Investment Details in the case of Puma Alpha EIS, Puma AIM Inheritance Tax Service and Puma Heritage EPS, in particular the sections headed “riskfactors”:

The investment opportunities summarised in this document can be viewed as high risk and long term. Investors’  

capital may be at risk.
CAPITAL ATRISK

TAXRELIEFS The value of any tax reliefs, as well as levels and bases of tax, depend on investors’ personal circumstances and are  

based on current legislation which may be subject to change. There can be no guarantee of relief from tax or that the  

criteria to obtain reliefs will be fulfilled or that HMRC will not challenge entitlements to suchrelief.

LIQUIDITY

DIVIDENDS

PRIVATECOMPANIES

PAST PERFORMANCE

GENERAL

LIFE PROTECTION

It is unlikely there will be a liquid market in the relevant underlying investments and it may prove difficult for investors  

to realise their investment immediately or in full.

The payment of any dividends is not guaranteed and any such payments may erode the capital value of any  

underlying investment.

Puma VCTs, Puma Heritage EPS and Puma Alpha EIS may invest in unlisted shares. Such investments can be more  

risky than investments in listed shares. Unlisted shares may be subject to transfer restrictions and may be difficult to  

sell. It may be difficult to obtain information as to how much an investment is worth or how risky it is at any given time.  

The credit-worthiness of any counterparties to whom loans are made by Puma VCTs or Puma Heritage EPS cannot  be 

guaranteed. Counterparties may default on loans which could affect the value ofshares.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results and any forecast is not a reliable indicator of future  

performance.

The value of shares can fluctuate. In respect of certain investment opportunities and offers, investors may be able

to take action against Puma Investments and access the Financial Ombudsman Service and the Financial Services

Compensation Scheme.

Life Protection for Puma Heritage EPS is subject to certain conditions, if these conditions are not met in full then

Puma Investments will not be paid out and so no payment will be made to beneficiaries.
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Learning objectives
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By the end of the session attendees 

should be able to:

• Recognise the potential for including tax 

efficient investments within clients portfolios

• Identify where a VCT, EIS or BR investment 

could benefit your clients

• Appreciate the opportunities for working with 

professional connections



PUMA INVESTMENTS

The future of tax



Public Borrowing
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Public borrowing estimated to be

in excess of £300bn in financial 

year ending March 2021

Source: Office for National Statistics, Public sector finances, UK: March 2021, 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/governmentpublicsectorandtaxes/publicsectorfinance/bulletins/publicsectorfinances/march2021



BudgetBudget & Tax Day March 2021

• Corporation Tax 

• Individual Tax

• ‘Stealth Tax’

• Timely payments

• Raising standards

• Tackling non compliance

• Taxation of trusts

• Simplifying IHT
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March 2021

‘’…the Government strongly 

supports key recommendations 

in the report. 

…The Government will respond 

to the recommendations made 

in your second Inheritance Tax 

report on simplifying the design 

of inheritance tax in due course’’

Letter from Rt Hon 
Jesse Norman MP 
to the OTS 

23 March 2021:

Letter to the OTS 
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What now?
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Professional Connections

Professional Financial Advice

Tax Efficient Investments 
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Planning ideas
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Venture Capital Trust



Tax benefits of VCT
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Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 

investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 

and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.

Tax free  
capital gains

Tax free  
dividends

1 Investments need to be held for 5 years to qualify for income  
tax relief.

Tax reliefs are not guaranteed and depend on the individual  
investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.

30%
Upto

Income tax relief (on income up to a maximum
of £200,000 eachyear)1



Scenarios for investing in VCT
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Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 

investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 

and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.

PENSIONERS

HIGH EARNERS

INCOME 

SEEKERS

PENSION 

CONTRIBUTORS

LANDLORDS

SCENARIOS

BUSINESS 

OWNERS

SURENDERING 

A BOND



Using VCTs to extract profit tax efficiently

• Mandiisa companyowner  

whowantstopayherself

a £100,000dividend

• She will have to pay tax at  

32.5%sincesheisa higher  

ratetaxpayer

• Sheinveststhe£100,000

intoa VCT,  which provides 

her with a 30% tax  creditto

helpoffsethertaxliability

• The tax refund can be 

claimed as  soonasshe

receivesherIncome

Tax  certificate

Note: For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments. The adviser will need to consider the eligibility and timings of tax reclaims and tax liabilities

depicted, and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and
may be subject to change.
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The solution:The scenario:



Note: For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments. The adviser will need to consider the eligibility and timings of tax reclaims and tax liabilities depicted, and the
impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Taxreliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.

Meet Mandi,

a company owner

Mandi wants to pay herself

£100,000
individends

She will have to pay a

32.5%
rate of tax since she is a higher rate taxpayer

£98,150
net position

£68,150
net position

£100,000
paid to Mandi and invested in a VCT

£100,000
paid toMandi

£31,850
tax due on dividend

£31,850
tax due on dividend

-

£30,000
tax rebate

-

+

WITHOUT VCT INVESTMENT WITH VCT INVESTMENT

£2,000
annual dividend allowance

£2,000
annual dividend allowance

Using VCTs to extract profit tax efficiently
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• Robert, a high-earning dentist, has 

accumulated significant Individual 

Savings Account (ISA) savings and 

pays large amounts into his Self-

Invested Personal Pension (SIPP) 

each year. 

• With a high annual tax bill, 

Robert is interested in other 

government-backed ways to

reduce the amount of income 

tax he pays.

Planning for clients who would like to enhance their retirement fund

• Given this, his adviser suggests 

investing £25,000 of his annual 

income in a VCT.

• With a VCT investment Robert can 

claim up to 30% income tax relief 

each tax year.

• After five years, sell the first VCT 

investment, then reinvest in another 

VCT and use the additional income 

tax relief to reduce his year six 

income tax bill.
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Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 

investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 

and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.

The solution:The scenario:



Planning for clients who would like to enhance their retirement fund

£7,500 £7,500 £7,500 £7,500 £7,500 30% income tax  

credit

30% income tax  

credit

£25,000 £25,000     £25,000 £25,000 £25,000

Re-invest sales  
proceeds from 

the original
£25,000 VCT
investment 

made in Year 1

The amount will  
vary depending  

on how much 
Robert can sell 
his shares for

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7

VCT

investment

30%

income  

tax credit
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Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 
investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 
and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.
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Enterprise Investment 

Schemes



Tax benefits of EIS

Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 
investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 
and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.
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EIS and Business Relief compared
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Purpose of legislation Provision of tax incentives to  

encourage investment into early  stage, 

higher risk unquoted  companies

Business and shareholder  

protection for unquoted  

companies

Tax Reliefs • Income tax relief

• CGT exemption

• CGT deferral

• Loss relief

• IHT relief

• IHT relief

Investment

restrictions  and

exclusions

• Unquoted only (includes AIM)

• Employee number

• Gross assets

• Company age

• Excluded activities

• Risk to capital

• Unquoted only (includes AIM)

• Must be mainly trading

Liquidity of investment Likely to be illiquid for medium to  

long term

Manager aims to provide regular  

liquidity events

EIS Business Relief



Scenarios for using EIS
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DIVERSIFYING  

INVESTMENT OWNING A BUSINESS

SURRENDING 

INVESTMENT BONDS
OWNING PROPERTY

PENSION 

CONTRIBUTION
CAPITAL GAINSSCENARIOS

Should not be read as advice. Any decision in respect of suitability should be based on a holistic reviewof client objectives, needs and risk profile.

Please remember that EIS are high-risk products and we always recommend investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering these products.  Taxreliefsdepend on the
individual investor’scircumstancesand may be subject tochange.



The scenario:

• Sally(83)ownsa quotedshareportfolioworth£500,000

• Theshareswerepasseddownbyherdeceasedhusbandthuslow  

basecost- £200ksosharespregnantwith£300kgain

• Sallyhaslowpensionincomeandsomedividendswhichgenerate  

anannualincometaxliabilityof£10k

• Shesellssomeshareseachyeartoprovideherwithanincome–

ensuresannualgainsareunderCGTnilrateband

• Ondeath£200kIHTdue(40%oftheportfoliovalue)

Combining EIS and BR into one Planning Scenario

Note: For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments. The adviser will need to consider the eligibility and timings of tax reclaims and tax liabilities
depicted, and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and
may be subject to change.
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Combining EIS and BR into one Planning Scenario

• Shesellsthesharesand  

invest £300k into EIS

• Remainder ofproceeds –

£200kinvest into BR  solution 

(e.g. Puma Heritage)

• Capitalgaindeferred– ifheldon  death, 

gaindies

• After2years,£500kfreeofIHT–

so£200kofIHTsaved

• Incometaxrefundof£20kfrom  current

yearandprioryear

• Whilst the EIS is illiquid over its  holding 

period, withdrawals can be  taken from the 

BR investment1 to replace income forgone 

through the sharesale

1 Thisassumesthat shares held arePuma HeritageEPS shares

Note: For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments. The adviser will need to consider the eligibility and timings of tax reclaims and tax liabilities depicted, and the
impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Taxreliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.

The scenario: The solution:
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Business Relief 

Investments



SCENARIOS
POWER OF  

ATTORNEYCASES

LONG TERMFAMILY  

WEALTHPLANNING

DIVERSIFIED  

PORTFOLIO

THE ELDERLY OR  THOSE 

IN ILLHEALTH

BUSINESS SALE

Scenarios for using Business Relief Investments

Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 
investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 
and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change. 25



Lifetime BR transfer to Spouse

BR investment

Poorly spouse

Survives  

2years

Stillalive

Survives just

3 months

Gifts shares to

poorly spouse1

Passes away

100%relief2

Discretionary Trust3

3M

o

1Spouse / civil partner

2On the assumption the BR

investment is  qualifying and held at

time of death

3Options for planning include leaving

to expressed beneficiaries or placed

into a trust

26
Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 
investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 
and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.



Using additional permitted subscription (APS) with an AIM ISA
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Should not be read as advice.  For illustrative purposes only and assumes no gains or losses on investments.  Please remember VCTs, EIS, and BR products are high risk and we always recommend 
investors seek independent investment and tax advice before considering investment.  An adviser will need to consider client suitability and the eligibility and timings of tax reliefs and reclaims depicted, 
and the impact of charges, as relevant to the offering(s) represented and/or any specific offer chosen. Tax reliefs depend on the individual investor’s circumstances and may be subject to change.
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Learning outcomes
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• Recognise the potential for including tax 

efficient investments within clients portfolios

• Identify where a VCT, EIS or BR investment 

could benefit your clients

• Appreciate the opportunities for working with 

professional connections
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About Puma 

Investments



About Us
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Awardwinning

£2m to £10m

Long-term view

Sector agnostic

Development  
Loan

Pre-Development  
Bridge

Development  
Exit Loan

AIM IHT

Small

and mid cap

Award-winning

team

YEAR HISTORY
ESTABLISHED 1985

£1bn+
UNDER MANAGMENT

3RD
LARGEST MARKET  
MAKER ON AIM BY  
NUMBER OFSTOCKS

£8.3bn+
RAISED BYCORPORATE
FINANCE SINCE JAN2014

NATIONWIDE
LONDON, LIVERPOOL,  
GUERNSEY &EDINBURGH  
OFFICES

GROWTH  
FUNDING

PROPERTY  
FINANCE

QUOTED  
EQUITIES

PARTOF

SHORECAPITAL

35+



Our products
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Q&A
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Any questions?



For furtherinformation,  
please contact:

Cassini House
57 St James’sStreet  
London SW1A1LD

Advisor Enquiries: 020 74084070
Investor Enquiries: 020 74084100

investorsupport@pumainvestments.co.uk 
advisersupport@pumainvestments.co.uk

www.pumainvestments.co.uk

Puma Investments is a trading name of Puma Investment Management Limited  
which is authorised and regulated by the FinancialConduct Authority.
FCA Number 590919

PI000775-1020
34
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